Analysis of thermal parameters obtained during phase III trials of hyperthermia as an adjunct to radiotherapy in the treatment of breast carcinoma.
An analysis of 351 HT treatment sessions administered to 101 patients receiving radiotherapy and hyperthermia (RT + HT) who were entered into Phase III concurrent randomized trials for recurrent (BrR) and intact (BrI) breast tumours is presented. A complete response (CR) was recorded in 50 of 84 (59.5%) fields in the case of recurrent breast patients and in 10 of 17 (59%) fields in the case of the intact breast patients. In comparison, 15 of 60 (25%) patients entered into BrR who received RT alone and 8 of 12 (66.7%) patients receiving RT alone entered into BrI trial achieved CR. A set of thermal parameters is defined and evaluated on a treatment by treatment basis. Patient and tumour characteristics influential on CR are identified and thermal parameters which have additional prognostic value are investigated. Multivariate logistic analysis of the non-thermal data showed that maximum depth of tumour, presence or history of disease outside the treated area and RT regimen were most influential on CR. Tumour volume (cm3) (OR = 0.996, 95% CI = 0.993-1.004, p = 0.08) was not a strong prognostic covariate; tumour area and linear dimensions were even less significant (p = 0.41). The cumulative minimum thermal isoeffect dose (equivalent minutes at 43 degrees C) accrued over the 1st, 1st and 2nd, and 1st, 2nd and 3rd treatment sessions was the only thermal parameter to exhibit an association with CR consistently, Other thermal parameters found to contribute to the predictive models were MINTIME > 42 degrees C calculated for the first treatment session and %sensors > 43 degrees C (peak) calculated for the 2nd treatment session.